
 

Fact Check  (07) 

Board eBlast Posting 3 Sep 21 (Legal Expenses) BOD response is italicized, verbatim 

Fact Check 1: The over expenditure in the legal budget for the 2020- 2021 was caused by 3 

matters that could not have been foreseen when the budget was developed. The major expense 

was our defense of an appeal to the county zoning department that dealt with property next to 

the emergency spillway. This matter cost the community $16,600 to litigate. This involved time 

charged by our counsel and the need to bring on outside counsel to preside at the hearing. The 

next highest expense was in the neighborhood of $13K to in-house counsel for general legal 

matters. If we had not had the unforeseen issues come up this would have been within budget. 

We spent around $9K in legal fees to work out the settlement of outstanding dues owed to us 

by MRT-1. and $2,300 for issues that we were having with a contractor. As I mentioned 

earlier, it is easy to budget for normal legal counsel needs but it is the unforeseen matters that 

create over expenditures. The only alternative is to build a budget with higher anticipated 

needs which may compound the need for a dues increase unnecessarily. 

 

Reality: Thank you for the explanation of legal expenditures in 2020, but the response only 

answered half of my question.  SLWLA Financial Expenditure Authorization and Approval 

Policy states, in paragraph 4 page 2, “Under no circumstances will authorization be given for 

expenditures that exceed the total approved Functional Budget without the consent of the 

Functional Director and Treasurer and, if over $5,000, the Board of Directors.” I have been 

unable to locate anywhere in the Board minutes or records where the Board of Directors 

approved the additional expenditure, as it was well over $5000.  I would appreciate it if you 

could point me to the appropriate record reflecting the Board followed our SLWLA financial 

policy.  In addition, Mr. Connelly raised a number of important financial questions/issues that 

were not addressed in the Board’s e-blast post?  Why not? 
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